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A class ofdifferentiated
productsis completelydescribedby a vectorof
objectivelymeasuredcharacteristics.
Observed productpricesand the
specificamountsofcharacteristics
associatedwitheach good definea set
ofimplicitor "hedonic" prices.A theoryofhedonicpricesis formulated
as a problemin theeconomicsofspatialequilibriumin whichtheentire
set of implicitprices guides both consumerand producerlocational
decisionsin characteristics
space. Buyerand sellerchoices,as well as the
meaningand nature of marketequilibrium,are analyzed. Empirical
implicationsfor hedonic price regressionsand index number constructionare pointedout.

I. Introduction and Summary
This paper sketches a model of product differentiationbased on the
hedonic hypothesisthat goods are valued for their utility-bearingattributes or characteristics. Hedonic prices are defined as the implicit prices
of attributesand are revealed to economic agents fromobserved prices of
differentiatedproducts and the specific amounts of characteristics associated with them. They constitute the empirical magnitudes explained
by the model. Econometrically, implicit prices are estimated by the firststep regressionanalysis (product price regressedon characteristics)in the
construction of hedonic price indexes. With few exceptions, structural
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interpretations
of the hedonicmethodare not available.' Therefore,our
primarygoal is to exhibita generatingmechanismforthe observations
in the competitivecase and to use thatstructureto clarifythe meaning
and interpretation
ofestimatedimplicitprices.It willbe shownthatthese
data generallycontainlessinformation
thanis commonlysupposed.Howthe underlying
ever,the modelsuggestsa methodthatoftencan identify
structuralparametersofinterest.Also, as a generalmethodologicalpoint,
it is demonstratedthatconceptualizingthe problemof productdifferentiationin termsofa fewunderlying
characteristics
insteadofa largenumber of closelyrelatedgenericgoods leads to an analysishavingmuchin
common with the economicsof spatial equilibriumand the theoryof
equalizingdifferences.
The model itselfamountsto a descriptionof competitiveequilibrium
in a plane ofseveraldimensionson whichboth buyersand sellerslocate.
The class ofgoods underconsiderationis describedby nobjectivelymeasuredcharacteristics.
Thus, any locationon theplane, is represented
by a
vector of coordinates z = (z,, Z2,. . . ) Zn), with zi measuring the
amountof the ith characteristic
containedin each good. Productsin the
class are completelydescribedby numericalvalues of z and offerbuyers
distinctpackages of characteristics.
existenceof product
Furthermore,
differentiation
implies that a wide varietyof alternativepackages are
available. Hence, transactionsin productsare equivalent to tied sales
when thoughtof as bundlesof characteristics,
suggestingapplicabilityof
the principleof equal advantageforanalyzingmarketequilibrium.
In particular,a pricep(z) = P(Z1, Z2, . . . Zn) is definedat each point
on the plane and guidesboth consumerand producerlocationalchoices
regardingpackages of characteristicsbought and sold. Competition
prevailsbecause singleagentsadd zero weightto the marketand treat
pricesp(z) as parametricto theirdecisions.In factthe functionp(z) is
identical with the set of hedonic prices-"equalizing differences"-as
definedabove, and is determinedby some marketclearingconditions:
Amountsof commoditiesofferedby sellersat everypoint on the plane
mustequal amountsdemanded by consumerschoosingto locate there.
Both consumersand producersbase theirlocational and quantitydecisionson maximizingbehavior,and equilibriumpricesare determinedso
thatbuyersand sellersare perfectly
matched.No individualcan improve
hisposition,and all optimumchoicesare feasible.As usual, marketclearare determinedby the distributions
ing prices,p(z), fundamentally
of
consumertastesand producercosts.We showhow it is possibleto recover,
1 Excellent summariesof the hedonic technique are available in Griliches (1971,
chap. 1) and Gordon (1973). Major exceptionsto the statementin the text are those
studiesdealing with depreciationand obsolescence(see Griliches1971, chaps. 7 and 8)
and some recentmodels based on markuppricing (e.g., Ohta and Griliches 1972).
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or identify,
someofthe parametersof theseunderlying
distributions
by a
suitabletransformation
of the observations.
An earlycontribution
to theproblemofqualityvariationand thetheory
ofconsumerbehaviorhas been made by Houthakker(1952). His analysis
is designedto take account of the fact that consumerspurchase truly
negligiblefractions
ofall goods available to themwithouthavingto deal
witha myriadof cornersolutionsrequiredby conventionaltheory.That
virtueofHouthakker'streatment
is preservedin thepresentmodel.More
recentlyBecker (1965), Lancaster (1966), and Muth (1966) have extended Houthakker'smethodsto more explicitconsiderationof utilitybearingcharacteristics.
Again,the emphasisis on consumerbehaviorand
propertiesof marketequilibriumhave not been workedout, a gap we
hope to fill,in part,here.The spiritof theserecentcontributions
is that
consumersare also producers.Goods do not possessfinalconsumption
attributesbut ratherare purchasedas inputs into self-production
functionsforultimatecharacteristics.
Consumersact as theirown "middlemen," so to speak. In contrast,the model presentedbelow interposesa
market
betweenbuyersand sellers.Producersthemselves
tailortheirgoods
to embodyfinalcharacteristics
desiredby customersand receivereturns
as intermediaries.
forservingeconomicfunctions
These returnsarisefrom
economies of specialized productionachieved by specialization and
division of labor throughmarket transactionsnot available outside
organizedmarketswithself-production.
SectionII discussesindividualchoicesin the marketand the natureof
marketequilibrium.Some simple examples of analytic solutionsfor
general equilibriumare given in Section III. Section IV presentsan
empirical method for identifyingthe underlyingstructurefrom the
while SectionV applies the model to price index number
observations,
in the presenceof legislatedrestrictions.
construction
To highlightessential features,the simplestpossiblespecifications
are chosen throughout.
As a further
appeal to intuition,use is made ofgeometricalconstructions
wherever possible.

II. Market Equilibrium
Consider marketsfor a class of commoditiesthat are describedby n
z = (z, Z2,. . . , Zn). The componentsof z
attributesor characteristics,
are objectivelymeasuredin the sensethatall consumers'perceptionsor
embodied in each good are
readingsof the amount of characteristics
in theirsubjectivevaluaidentical,thoughofcourseconsumersmaydiffer
tionsof alternativepackages.The terms"product,""model," "brand,"

and "design" are used interchangeably to designate commodities of given
quality or specification. It is assumed that a sufficientlylarge number of
differentiatedproducts are available so that choice among various com-
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binations of z is continuous for all practical purposes. That is, there is a
"spectrum of products" among which choices can be made. As will be
apparent, this assumption represents an enormous simplification of the
problem. It is obviously betterapproximated in some marketsthan others,
and there is no need to belabor its realism.2 To avoid complications of
capital theory,possibilitiesforresale of used items in secondhand markets
are ignored, either by assuming that secondhand markets do not exist, or
alternatively,that goods representpure consumption.
Each product has a quoted market price and is also associated with a
fixed value of the vector z, so that products markets implicitly reveal a
function p(z) = p(z1,. . ., zn) relating prices and characteristics. This
functionis the buyer's (and seller's) equivalent of a hedonic price regression, obtained from shopping around and comparing prices of brands
with differentcharacteristics.It gives the minimum price of any package
of characteristics.If two brands offerthe same bundle, but sell fordifferent
prices, consumers only consider the less expensive one, and the identity
of sellers is irrelevant to their purchase decisions. Adopt the convention
of measuring each zi so that they all may be treated as "goods" (i.e., so
that consumers place positive rather than negative marginal valuations
on them) in the neighborhood of their minimum technically feasible
amounts. Then firmscan alter their products and increase z only by use
of additional resources, and p(z1,. . ., z.) must be increasing in all its
arguments. Assume p(z) possesses continuous second derivatives. Since a
major goal of the analysis is to presenta picture of howp(z) is determined,
it is inappropriate to place too many restrictionson it at the outset. However, note that there is no reason forit to be linear as is typically the case.
The reason is that the differentiatedproducts are sold in separate, though
of course highly interrelated,markets. This point is spelled out in some
detail below.
A buyer can forcep(z) to be linear if certain types of arbitrage activities are allowed. Let Za, Zb, and zc be particular values of the vector z.
(i) Suppose Za = (1 It)Zb, and P(Za) < ( 1t)P(Zb), where t is a scalar and
t > 1. Then t units of a model offeringZa yield the same amount of
characteristicsas a model offeringZb, but at less cost, ruling out transactions in convex portions ofp(z). (ii) Suppose Za < Zb < zc and P(Zb) >
6P(Za) + (1 - 6)p(zc), where 0 < 5 < 1 and Zb is defined by Zb =
bza + (1 6)zc. Then characteristicsin amount of Zb could be achieved
by purchasing 5 units of a model containing Za and (1 - 5) units of a
model containing zc at lower cost than by direct purchase of a brand
containing Zb, and products in concave portions of p(z) would be uneconomical. Arbitrage is assumed impossible in what follows (at this point
2
This assumptionwas firstemployedby L. M. Court (1941) and allows the use of
marginalanalysisratherthan the programmingmethodsrequiredby Lancaster's (1966)
formulation.Followingthe general rule,it is not withoutits costs,however (see below).
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we depart fromLancaster [1966]) on the assumptionof indivisibility.
This amounts to an assumptionthat packages cannot be untied. For
two6-footcars are notequivalent
example,in termsofone characteristic,
(case
to one 12 feetin length,sincetheycannotbe drivensimultaneously
[i]); whilea 12-footcar forhalfa yearand a 6-footcar forthe otherhalf
is notthesame as 9 feetall yearround(case [ii]). Similarly,assumesellers
cannot repackage existingproductsin this manner or do not find it
economicalto do so, as mightnot be thecase withperfectrentalmarkets
and zero transactions
and reassemblycosts.
A.

TheConsumption
Decision

To begin,suppose consumerspurchaseonly one unit of a brand witha
particularvalue of z. Writethe utilityfunctionas U(x, zj, Z2, ... ) Zn)
where
assumedstrictly
concave,in additionto theotherusual properties,
to treatz as interx is all othergoods consumed.It would not be difficult
mediategoodsand relatethemto yetmoreultimatecommoditiesthrough
but that complicationis ignored.Set the price
self-production
functions,
of x equal to unityand measureincome,y, in termsof unitsof x: y =
x + p(z). Maximizationof utilitysubject to the nonlinearbudget constraintrequireschoosingx and (z1, ., Zn) to satisfythe budgetand the
first-order
conditionsapl'z1 = Pi= UzIUx, i = 1 .. ., n. Optimality
the desiredcombinationof
is achieved by purchasinga brand offering
on theusual assumpcharacteristics.
Second-orderconditionsare fulfilled
tionsregardingU, so longasp (z) is notsufficiently
concave (fora general
statementoftheseconditionsundera nonlinearconstraint
see Intriligator
[1971]).
To stressthe essentialspatial contextof the problem,definea value or
bid function O(zl,. .., zn; u,y) according to
U(Y15

- Zn)

U.

(1)

The expenditure a consumer is willing to pay for alternative values of
(Z,

. ...

5 Zn)

at a given utilityindex and income is representedby

O(z; u,y). It defines a family of indifferencesurfaces relating the zi with
"money" (i.e., with x foregone), and has been widely used in urban
economics (e.g., see Alonso 1964). Differentiate(1) to obtain
ozi-

Uzi/Ux > 05 O=

_ (U2U

-l/Ux

- 2UxUUxz,

< 0, and Oy=

1,

+ U2Uxx) /U < 0,

(2)

(3)

where the inequality in (3) follows from the assumptions about the bordered Hessian matrix of U. Also, strict concavity of U implies that 0 is
concave in z. Equations (2) and (3) show that the value function is
increasing in zi at a decreasing rate. Alternatively, Oz, is the marginal
rate of substitution between zi and money, or the implicit marginal
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valuation the consumer places on zi at a given utilityindex and income.
It indicates his reservation demand price for an additional unit of zi,
which is decreasing in zi.
The amount the consumer is willing to pay forz at a fixed utilityindex
and income is 0(z; u,y), while p(z) is the minimum price he must pay
in the market. Therefore,utilityis maximized when 0(z *; u*, y) = p(z *)
and 0z.(z*; u*,y) = pi(z*), i = 1, . . ., n, wherez* and u* are optimum
quantities. In other words, optimum location on the z-plane occurs where
the two surfaces p(z) and 0(z; u*,y) are tangent to each other. One
dimension of consumer equilibrium is illustrated in figure 1, where the
surfaces have been projected onto the 0 - z1 plane cut at (z*, . . . Z *).
A family of indifferencecurves, of which only one member (at u*) is
shown, is defined by 0(z1, *,....
*; u,y). Two differentbuyers are
shown in the figure,one with value function O' and the other with 02.
The latter purchases a brand offeringmore z 3
In general, far less can be said than in the standard analysis about
comparative statics, because the budget constraint is nonlinear. Differentiate O0,with respect to u, Oziu = ( U., z, - Uz, U,
U 2 the numerator
of which is recognized as determining the sign of the income elasticity of
demand for "good" zi in standard theory when the other components
of z are "held constant." If all these derivatives are positive (zi is "normal" in this restrictedsense for all i), the gradient of 0 unambiguously
3 Lewis (1969) employsa similar constructionin analyzing the problem of hours of
workas a tied sale. Jobs offera fixedwage-hourpackage, which varies fromjob to job.
The rimarket
establishesa functionrelatingwages and hours on which both workersand
employersbase theirdecisions.
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increasesas u increases.Additionalincome always increasesmaximum
attainableutility.Hence ifp(z) is convexand sufficiently
regulareverywhere,we mightexpect higherincome consumersto purchasegreater
amountsof all characteristics.
Only in that case would it be true that
largerincomeleads to an unambiguousincreasein the overall"quality"
consumed,and differentiated
products'marketswould tend to be stratifiedby income.However,in generalthereis no compellingreasonwhy
overall quality should always increasewith income. Some components
may increaseand othersdecrease (cf. Lipsey and Rosenbluth1971). Be
thatas it may,a clear consequenceofthemodel is thatthereare natural
in thesensethatconsumerswith
tendenciestowardmarketsegmentation,
similarvaluefunctions
Thisis
purchaseproductswithsimilarspecifications.
a well-known
resultofspatialequilibriummodels.In fact,the above specificationis verysimilarin spiritto Tiebout's (1956) analysisoftheimplicit
marketforneighborhoods,
local public goods beingthe "characteristics"
in thiscase. He obtained the resultthat neighborhoodstend to be segmentedby distinctincome,and taste groups (also, see Ellickson 1971).
That resultholdstrueforotherdifferentiated
productstoo.
Allowing a parameterizationof tastes across consumers,the utility
functionmay be writtenU(x1, z1, ... Zn; OK), where o is a parameter
that differsfrom person to person. Equilibrium value functionsdepend
on both y and cx.A joint distribution function F(y, or) is given in the
population at large, and equilibrium of all consumers is characterized by
a family of value functionswhose envelope is the market hedonic or implicit price function.
The model is easily expanded to include several quantities, so long as
consumers are restricted to purchasing only one model. Following
Houthakker (1952), the utility function becomes U(x1, z1 ... Zn), M))
where mis the number of units consumed of a model with characteristicsz.
The constraintisy = x + mp(z), and necessary conditions become

am
au
azi

u=

(z) Ux + Um = 0,

= -mpi(z)UX + Uzi

=

(4)

0.

(5)

The value functionis still defined as the amount a consumer is willing to
pay forz at a fixed utilityindex but now with the proviso that m is optimally chosen.That is, O(z1,. .., Zn) is definedby eliminatingm from

u=

U(y -m MO,
Um/Ux

=

* **

Z.5

m)

0.

is proportional to Uzl/Ux.The logic underlyingfigure1 remains
Again, OzQ
intact, and it can just as well serve for this case. However, second-order
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conditions are now more complex. For example, convexity of p(z) is no
longer sufficientfor a maximum as it was in the case where m was restrictedto be unity. Also, it is necessary to employ strongerassumptions
than those used above if the value function0 is to be concave.
Note there is no question of monopsony involved here. Consumers act
competitivelyin spite of the fact that marginal cost of quality, pj(z), is not
necessarily constant-it is increasing in figure 1-because as many units
as desired of any brand can be purchased without affectingprices. The
functionp(z) is the same for all buyers and independent of m.

B.

Decision
TheProduction

Having set up the formal apparatus above, we give a symmetrical and
consequently brief account of producers' locational decisions. What
package of characteristics is to be assembled? Let M(z) denote the
number of units produced by a firmof designs offeringspecification z.
The discussion is limited to the case of nonjoint production, in which each
production establishment within the firmspecializes in one design, and
there are no cost spillovers from plant to plant. Thus a "firm" is an
arbitrary collection of atomistic production establishments, each one
acting independentlyof the others.Analytical difficultiesarising fromtrue
joint production are noted in passing.
Total costs in an establishmentare C(M, z; fi),derived fromminimizing factor costs subject to a joint production functionconstraintrelating
M, z, and factorsof production. The shiftparameter fireflectsunderlying
variables in the cost minimization problem, namely, factor prices and
production function parameters. Assume C is convex with C(O, z) = 0
and CM and Cz1 > 0. There are no production indivisibilities, and
marginal costs of producing more units of a model of given design are
positive and increasing. Similarly, marginal costs of increasing each
component of the design are also positive and nondecreasing. (Ordinarily,
there will be some technological constraintsthat limit the set of feasible
locations on the plane.) Each plant maximizes profit Xr= Mp(z) C(M, z1, . . ., z.) by choosing M and z optimally, where unit revenue on
design z is given by the implicit price functionfor characteristics,p(z).f
4 Our inabilityto treatjoint productionnontrivially
yet simplystemsfromthe specassumption.If a finitenumber (say v) of packages is available, it
trum-of-commodities
formallyto specifya standard v-componentmultipleproduct
would be straightforward
costfunctionforthe firm,and proceed on that basis. In the presentcase, firmsengage in
packages.
specializingin different
joint productiononlyinsofaras theyown establishments
However,genuinejoint productionrequirescost dependenciesbetweenproductionunits
withinthe firm:the firmmustchoose a functionM(z) describingan entire "product
line" offeredin the market.The entirefunctionM(z) is an argumentin each plant's
costsand total costsin turnare the sum (or integral)over all productionestablishment
costs.A completetreatmentrequiresuse of functionalanalysisand is beyond the scope
of thispaper.
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Again,firmsare competitors
and not monopolistseven thoughmarginal
costsof attributes
pi(z) are not necessarilyconstantbecause all establishmentsobservethesame pricesand cannotaffectthemby theirindividual
productiondecisions:p(z) is independentof M.
Optimal choiceof M and z requires
i = 1 .. ., n

Pi(Z) = CZi(M, Z1,.. . z)/M,
p(z)

= CM(M, Z15 ... , Zn)

(6)

(7)

At the optimumdesign, marginal revenue fromadditional attributes
equals their marginal cost of productionper unit sold. Furthermore,
quantitiesare producedup to the pointwhereunitrevenuep(z) equals
marginalproductioncost,evaluated at the optimumbundle of characteristics.
As above, convexityofC does not assuresecond-order
conditions
due to nonlinearity
ofp (z), and somestrongerconditions,assumedto be
satisfiedin what follows,are required(see Intriligator1971).
withthe treatmentof demand,definean offer
function
Symmetrically
O(zl, . . ., Zn; i /3)indicating unit prices (per model) the firmis willing
to accept on variousdesignsat constantprofitwhen quantitiesproduced
ofeach modelare optimallychosen.A familyofproduction"indifference"
surfacesis definedby 4. Then O(z1,. . ., Zn; 7),/3)is foundby eliminating
M from
/(8)
n = MO,0- C(Ml) Z1, - Z**)on)
and
CM(M, Z1,...,

,(9)

Zn)

and solvingfor b in termsof z, 7a,and /3.Differentiate
(8) and (9) to
obtain O, = CZ_/M> 0 and /,,= 1/M > 0.
The marginalreservation
supplypriceforattributei at constantprofit,
assumed increasingin Zi, is b Again convexityof C does not always
guarantee /ZZj> 0. Since b is the offerprice the seller is willing to
accept on designz at profitlevel 7a,whilep(z) is the maximumprice
obtainable for those models in the market,profitis maximizedby an
equivalentmaximizationoftheofferpricesubjectto theconstraint
p = b.
Thus maximum profit and optimum design satisfy pi(z*) =
(b 4zl,. . ., z*; j*, /3),for i = 1, . . ., n, and p(z*) =(z
7r*, /3). Producer equilibriumis characterizedby tangencybetween a
profit-characteristics
indifference
surfaceand the marketcharacteristicssurface.
implicitprice
One dimensionofthesolutionis depictedin figure2, where
CZ

,

Zk I..
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definesa familyof curves on the z1 - q plane cut throughthe indifference
surface at the optimum values of the other attributes. Only one member
is shown in the figure.The curve labeled /Arefersto a production unit
possessingproduction and cost conditions making it well suited to produce
lesser amounts of z1, while the one labeled q2 refersto a firmwith a comparative advantage at producing higher values of z1. That is, the two
plants have distinctvalues of the parameter /3.More generally, there is a
distributionof /3across all potential sellers. Let G(fl) represent that distribution. Then producer equilibrium is characterized by a family of
offerfunctionsthat envelop the market hedonic price functions.
What is the empirical content of fl? It is anything that shiftscost conditions among firms.Thus, differencesin factorprices are one possibility.
For example, many products are produced in several countries and are
traded on national markets (for examples, see Griliches [1971], chap. 5).
There is no reason to assume equalization of factor prices in these cases.
More generally, anything allowing identificationof conventional multiproduct production functions in cross-section data serves to provoke
differencesin /1.Factor price differencesacross states or regions within a
countryoftenserve thispurpose and do so here as well. Second, differences
in "technology," as reflected by typically unmeasured, firm-specific
factorsof production, also act as supply shiftersacross firms.For example,
agricultural production function research often treats education of the
farm operator in this manner. Firm-specificR&D expenditure as well as
the phenomena of progress-function-learning
also serve these purposes.
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WhatDo HedonicPricesMean?

An answer to the question is an immediateapplication of the above
analysis.Superimposefigure2 ontofigure1. In equilibrium,a buyerand
functions
sellerare perfectly
matchedwhentheirrespective
value and offer
"kiss" each other,withthe commongradientat thatpointgiven by the
gradientof the marketclearingimplicitpricefunction
p(z). Therefore,
a joint envelopeofa familyofvalue functions
observations
p(z) represent
and anotherfamilyof offerfunctions.An envelope functionby itself
revealsnothingabout theunderlying
membersthatgenerateit; and they
thegenerating
oftheobservations.
Some qualiin turnconstitute
structure
ficationsare necessaryhowever.(a) Suppose thereis no variance in fi
degenerates
and all firmsare identical.Then thefamilyofofferfunctions
to a singlesurface,and p(z) mustbe everywhere
identicalwitha unique
offerfunction.Price differences
betweenvarious packages are exactly
equalizing among sellers because offerfunctionsare constructedat
constantprofit.A varietyof packages appear on productsmarketsto
in preferencesamong consumers,and the situation
satisfydifferences
persistsbecause no firmfindsit advantageousto alterthequalitycontent
of its products.(b) Suppose sellersdiffer,but buyersare identical.Then
thefamilyofvalue functions
collapsesto a singlefunctionand is identical
are exactly
with the hedonicprice function.Observed price differences
the structureof demand.
equalizingacrossbuyers,and p(z) identifies
III. Existence of Market Equilibrium
Analysis of consumerand producer decisions has proceeded on the
somedetails
assumptionofmarketequilibrium.This sectiondemonstrates
of equilibriumprice and quantitydetermination.Market quantitydemandedforproductswithcharacteristics
z is Qd(z), and Qs(z) is market
quantitysuppliedwiththoseattributes.It is necessaryto finda function
p(z) such thatQd(z) = Qs(z)-forall z, whenbuyersand sellersact in the
mannerdescribedabove. The fundamentaldifficulty
posed by thisproblem is that Qd(z) and Qs(z) depend on the entirefunctionp(z). For
example, suppose quantitiesdemanded and supplied at a particular
locationdo notmatchat prevailingprices.The effectofa changein price
at that point is not confinedto models with those particularcharacon
and locationalchangeseverywhere
teristicsbut inducessubstitutions
the plane. A verygeneral treatmentof the problemis foundin Court
(1941), and our discussionis devotedto some examples.These examples
have been chosen for theirsimplicitybut illuminatethe problemand
illustratemost of the basic issues. In contrastto the restof the paper,
discussionis specializedto the case wheregoods are describedby exactly
one attribute(i.e., n = 1). Thereforez, representsan unambiguous
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measure of "quality." When n = 1, the location surface degenerates to a
line rather than a plane, and products are unequivocally ranked by their
z content.

A. Short-Run
Equilibrium
Consider a short-runequilibrium in which firmshave geared up for the
quality (z1) of goods they can produce and are only capable of varying
quantities. The horizon is sufficientlyshort so that new entry is precluded, and the distribution of firms by quality is given as an initial
condition. The market reveals an implicit price functionp(z1), and each
firmdetermines the quantity it supplies to the market according to condition (7). Market supply in a small interval dz1 near quality z1 is found
by weightingfirmsupply by the quality distributionfunction.Consumers
differin tastesand income, but all determineoptimal quality and quantity
as in (4) and (5). Market demand near any quality z1 is found by using
the conditions of consumer equilibrium to transformthe distribution of
tastes and income into a distributionof qualities demanded and weighting
individual quantities demanded by the resultingdistributionof qualities.
Finally, setting demand equal to supply yields a differentialequation in
p and z1 that must be satisfied by market equilibrium, subject to some
boundary conditions.
To be specific, assume that C(N, z) = (a/2)M2z2 for all firms.Also,
suppose firms are uniformly distributed by the characteristic z1:
g(z1)dzl = kdz1 for z1, < z1 < z,1, where k is a constant and z1I and
z s are exogenously determined upper and lower limitsof the product line.
Apply equation (7) to obtain firmsupply: M(z1) = p/azf, since qualities
cannot be varied by assumption. Therefore,
Q5(zl)dzl

= g(z1)M(z1)dz,

=

[(kla)p(z1)/Z2]dz1.

(10)

Assume a fixed number of consumers in the population and that only
one unit per customer of the optimal model is purchased. Consumers have
the same income, and utilityis linear in x and z1, with the marginal rate
of substitution,p, varying from person to person. Maximize U(x, z,) =
x + pz1 subject to y = x + p(z1). Each consumer purchases a brand
for which dp/dz1= p'(z1) = p. In this case the value functions of
figure 1 are straightlines with a differentslope, p, for each person. The
marginal condition characterizes consumer choice so long as p" > 0,
which will be shown to be true. Suppose p is distributed uniformly,
f (p)dp = bdpforp, < p < Pmwhereb is a constantand p, and p, are,
respectively,the largest and smallest marginal rates of substitutionin the
population. Use the marginal condition p' = p to transform (p)dp into
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a distribution
ofz1. Then
Qd(z)dz =f(z1)

|-

dzj

dzj = bp"(zl)dzl.

(11)

Price mustclear the marketat everyquality.Equating (10) and (11),
equation
p(z1) mustsatisfythe differential
(12)
(k/ba)p/z = d2pldz'.
Equation (12) is a special case of what is called "Euler's equation" and
has a knownsolutionof theform
P = c1z4 +

C2ZS,

(13)

wherec1and c2are constantsdeterminedby theboundaryconditionsand
r and s are definedby r2 _ r - (a/bk)= 0: r = (1 + /I + 4a/bk)12
and s = (1 - JI + 4a/bk)/2.
The parametersr and s are real numbers
and r > 0 and s < 0. Furthermore,
p'(z1) would notbe positivethroughout its range unless c1 > 0 and c2 < 0, and consumers-couldnot be
interiorat those points. Equation (13) is graphed in figure3 on that
assumption.Note thatp in (13) exhibitsan inflectionpoint at z10 =
(-c1/c2) /rs), and it so happens that &(z10) --0. Thereforep" > 0
forz1 > z10.
conditions.-Competition
requirestherebe no massesof conBoundary
sumersat any quality,forthereare fewsellerslocated at any pointand
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theywould otherwiseadd nonzeroweightto the market.As seen in SectionII, consumerswithhighvalues of p buy higher-quality
models,and
it mustbe truethatthoseforwhomp = pi purchasethe highestquality
available. Otherwisepricesof qualityz1I would fall,a greatmass ofconsumerswould switchoverto them,drivingthepriceback up and causing
those buyersto relocate again. Therefore,one boundaryconditionis

p'(z11) = p,, or

p = rc z'-'

+ sc zS-

(14)

The otherboundaryconditionis foundby examiningthelowerend ofthe
line. The followingthreecases coverall relevantpossibilities:
0 and ps > 0. Firmschoosenot to sell at negativeprices(see
1. zs=
fig. 3) and all plants geared to produce qualities less than z10 (to be
determined)shut down. On the otherhand, all consumersvalue z1 at
leastas muchas itsminimumsupplyprice (i.e., zero) and it mustbe true
thattheyall buysomevalue ofz1. Individualsforwhomp = p, consume
the lowestqualitiesappearingon the market,forif theychose qualities
greaterthan z10, pricesof modelsin the neighborhoodofz10 would fall
to zero,inducinglow p customers
to relocatethereand drivingtheirprices
back up. Thus a secondboundaryconditionis p'(z1 o) = ps, or
=

ps

rc

zr- l +

(15)
SC2Zs-i

The parametersz10, c1,and c2 are determinedby equations(14) and (15)
plus the definitionof z10. It can be shownthat cl > 0 and c2 < 0, as
required by the second-orderconditions of consumer equilibrium.
Therefore,the equilibriumhedonic price functionappears as a portion
of thecurvein figure3 in the interval(z10, z1I).
2. If ps = 0 = z1s,all producersmustbe in themarket,and it follows
that z10 = 0. This only is possibleifp'(O) = ps= 0 and c2 must be
zero. In thiscase priceis a log-linearfunctionof quality.
3. z1s > 0 and ps = 0. Now some consumersdo not value z1 very
highly,and thereis a definitelimit to the smallestamount available.
Clearly,p(zls) mustexceedzero and some consumersmustbe drivenout
ofthemarket,findingit optimalnotto consumetheproductat all. If not,
consumerswithsmall values of p would mass on z1, (therewould be a
cornersolutionthere),adding finiteweightto the marketand causing
themarketrateofexchange
p(z1s)toexplode.Usingthebudgetconstraint,
betweennot buyingat all and buyingzjs is [y - p(z1s)]/z1s
and must
equal theslopeofthevalue function
forbuyersat that(extensive)margin.
That is,thecondition[y - p(zIs)]/zIs = p'(z1s)replacesequation (15)aftersubstituting
forp and p' from(13) in the determination
of c1 and
c2. The hedonicprice functionalso can be illustratedin figure3 as the
portionof the curvebetweenthe pointssuch as thosemarkedA(= z1)
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and zij. Again, c1 and c2 have the correct signs and the second-order
conditions are fulfilled.
A second type of short-runequilibrium could be considered in which
existing firmscan alter qualities as well as quantities of their products.
W'Vhen
there is a distribution of cost functions,it is necessary to proceed
analogously to the treatment of demand in the example above. For example, costs might be described by (a/2) N2ZI with A varying across
firms.Then (v./'2)= zlp'/pis used to transformthe distributionof . into a
distributionof qualities supplied. The resulting distributionweights firm
quantities supplied in the determination of market supply at any quality.
A little experimentation will show that the differentialequation resulting
from setting Qd(z1) = Qs(zl) is nonlinear in most cases, and closed
solutions are not always feasible.

B.

Equilibrium
Long-Runi

Firms may vary qualities at will and also construct establishments of
optimum size. No entryrestrictionsimply the absence of profit(mr*= 0)
and long-run offer price for each firm must satisfy O(z; /3)=
C(.M1,z; /)/IM. Plants are constructed to produce models of quality z
at minimum cost. Hence scale economies are exhausted under competition and the optimum production unit occurs where C(M, z, /3) is
linear in Al, variations of quantity being achieved by changes in the
number of establishments. Let h(z; /3) represent minimum average cost
of Z foran establishmentof optimum size. Then C(M, z; /3) = Mh(z; /3)
in the long run. Therefore 0 = h(z; /3) and p(z) = h(z; /3)is the
equilibrium condition for maximum profit and p(z) is completely
determined by supply, or by the envelope of the family h(z; /3)with
respect to /3.Generalization to n characteristicsis obvious in this case.
IV. An Identification Problem
Section III demonstrated that complete solutions for p(z) and the
distribution of qualities traded sometimes can be obtained if sufficient
a priori structureis imposed on the problem. However, it is not always
possible to proceed in that manner. In general, the differentialequation
definingp(z) is nonlinear and it may not be possible to find closed solutions. Moreover, a great deal of structuremust be imposed. For example,
the distribution of income follows no simple law throughout its range,
making it difficultto specify the problem completely. Finally, partialdifferential equations must be solved when there is more than one
characteristic. This section sketches an alternative and more efficient
procedure, based on the analysis of Section II.
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As shown above, derivativesof a consumer'svalue function,OZj,are
proportionalto marginal rates of substitution.They are reservationdemand pricesforadditionalamountsof zi at a constantutilityindex.
Therefore{zO(z)} are the inversesof a set of ordinarycompensated
forthezip's.The marginalcostof zi to the consumeris
demandfunctions
pi(z), and optimalz is determinedwheremarginalcostsequal marginal
values. One dimensionofthesemarginalconceptsis illustratedin figure4.
The curveslabeled OJ.are derivativesof Oj in figure1 and reflectcompensateddemand functionsforvariousbuyers.The dashed line labeled
all buyers.Consumer
p1(z) is the common marginal cost confronting
choice is given by the intersectionof demand and marginal cost. It
shouldbe emphasizedthatthefunctionsOz,(z) are compensateddemand
prices(real incomeheld constant)and can onlybe derivedonce equilibriumis determined,as in Section II. For example, a new equilibrium
resultingfroman exogenousshiftin p would not always be givenby the
intersection
ofthenew marginalcosts,p1(z), and theinitialcompensated
demand price functions.An exceptionoccurs when Oziu= 0 and the
familyofsurfacesO(z; u), such as depictedin figure1, are all parallel to
each other:0ZiU= 0 is equivalentto constantmarginalutilityof money
and Ozi is unique and independentof u onlyin thatcase. If Oza,: 0, the
are determinedby the equilibrium
shape and locationofthe OJ.functions
p(z) and Oj(z, u*).
of
between
conditions Section II: tangency
supplyprice
A similarprocedureapplies to firms:Ozj is thereservation
supplyfunctionfor
of incrementalzi and reflectsa profit-compensated
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characteristic z1; pi is the marginal revenue function for zi facing each
firm.One dimension of producer equilibrium is shown in figure4 as the
intersectionof a set of compensated supply curves for various firms oZ,
with a common marginal revenue function,p1(z).
Figure 4 reiterates the major conclusion of Section II in terms of
derivatives of p(z). Equlibrium is described by the intersectionof supply
and demand functions. However, income effectshave been removed, in
distinction to the typical case. Observed marginal hedonic prices merely
connect equilibrium reservation prices and characteristics and reveal
little about underlying supply and demand functions.
However, figure4 suggests a method that can be used for estimation.
In principle, data are available on designs purchased by buyers and also
on their incomes and taste variables such as age, education, etc. Denote
these empirical counterpartsof o by a vector Y1. Data are also potentially
available on the characteristics' content of models produced by sellers
and factor price and specific technological differences among them.
Denote the empirical counterpartsof #by a vector Y2. Following figure4,
let Fi(z, Yi) represent the marginal demand price for zi and Gi(z, Y2)
representthe marginal supply price. Ignoring random terms, the model
to be estimated can be writtenas

pi(z)

=

pi(z)

=

F(zl,
G

(Zn.

. . , z., Y1)
*

. ,

z,, Y2)

(demand),

(16)

(supply),

(17)

for i = 1, ... . n, where pi and zi are all jointly dependent variables and
Y1 and Y2 are exogenous demand and supply shift variables. The 2n
equations determine the 2n endogenous variables pi and zi. Estimation
requires a two-step procedure. First, estimate p(z) by the usual hedonic
method, without regard to Y1 and Y2. That is, regressobserved differentiated products' prices, p, on all of their characteristics,z, using the best
fittingfunctional form. This econometrically duplicates the information
acquired by agents in the market, on the basis of which they make their
decisions. Denote the resulting estimate of the function p(z) by p(z).

= Pi(z) foreach
Next,computea setofimplicitmarginal
prices,8p(z)/8zi

buyer and seller, evaluated at the amounts of characteristics (numerical
values of z) actually bought or sold, as the case may be. Finally, use
estimated-marginal prices Pi(z) as endogenous variables in the secondstage simultaneous estimation of equations (16) and (1 7). Estimation of
marginal prices plays the same role here as do direct observationson prices
in the standard theory and converts the second-stage estimation into a
garden variety identificationproblem. There are four cases to consider:
1. There is no variance in # and cost conditions are identical across
firms.The variables Y2 drop out of equation (17) and p(z) identifiesthe
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offerfunction. Similarly, the sample observations on Pi(z) and the zi
identifycompensated supply functions.Suppose several cross sections for
differentyears are available and firms' production functions have been
subject to technical change. Then within-year hedonic price regressions
identifysupply conditions for each year. Changes in marginal prices and
qualities induced by changing technology and cost conditions between
years approximately sweep out the structure of preferences and compensated demand functions (with due qualification for the nonconstancy
of the marginal utilityof money).
2. If buyers are identical, but sellers differ,Y1 drops out of (16) and
single cross-sectional observations trace out compensated demand
functions.
3. If buyers are identical and so are sellers, offerand value functions
are tangent at a single point, and only one quality appears on the market.
The observationsdegenerate to a single point; thereis no product differentiation and no problem.
I. In general there is both a distribution of buyers and another distributionof sellers. Both Y1 and Y2 have nonzero variance, and the usual
identifyingrank and order conditions apply. A necessary prior condition
forestimation is that p(z) be nonlinear at stage one. For if p(z) happens
to be linear, pi(z) are constants, independent of qualities traded, and
display zero variance across sample observations. As shown above,
linearityofp(z) is unlikely so long as there is increasing marginal cost of
attributes for sellers and it is not possible to untie packages. But it is
obvious that the model does not apply if very few distinct products are
actually traded.
V. Price Indexes, Economic

Welfare, and Legislated

Restrictions

This section uses the model to analyze the welfare consequences of qualitystandards legislation, a problem not easily handled by conventional
methods. The discussion clarifies issues in recent controversiesregarding
treatmentof legislated standards in the constructionof price indexes. For
example, how should mandatory installation of seat belts and air bags
affectthe automobile price index? For expositoryconvenience, discussion
is confined to the case of one attribute. Generalization to several characteristicsis immediate.
A minimum quality standard means that z ? f, and brands containing less than f are prohibited from the market. Assume constant
returnsto quantities (as in Section III B). Then the law is irrelevant for
all consumers previously purchasing packages containing more than the
legislated minimum. The situation for a buyer whose choice is affected
by the law is shown in figure5: z * was the original choice, whereas f is
chosen afterthe law has been passed, since z* is no longer available. The
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minimumattainablevalue functionhas shiftedfrom0a to ob, and the
consumeris worseoff(see eq. [2]).
Choose thedistanceAP = P2 - P1 as a monetarymeasureof the loss
in welfare.Since a0/ay= 1, AP is the bribenecessaryforthe consumer
to purchasef whenz * was available. Clearly,thismeasureis notunique
amount of z) unless
(i.e., if compensationis evaluated at a different
=
loss
be
0.
can
estimated
from
the
implicitprice and
The welfare
oziu
bid functions.The distance P2

-PO

is given by

Jzi
or thearea undermarginalcostfromz * to f, and is shownin figure6 as
cost of additional resources
4zkabf. It representsthe social opportunity
necessaryto producef insteadofz*. The integral

01(z)dz,
Z*n

or the area undera compensateddemand function(compensatedat the
originallevel of real income) betweenz * and i in figure6 (z~ac 1)
measuresthe amountthe consumerwould have paid forthe increment
level of welfare.It measuresP1 - PO in
(z1 - z) at the unrestricted
figure5 and representsthe benefitof the restriction.The difference
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dp
dz,

ZZ

Zr~~~~~~~~~~~Z
FIG. 6

between costs and benefitsis given by P2 -P1, or the differencebetween
the areas under the marginal cost and compensated demand functions,
the shaded area in figure6. In the general case of several attributes,AP
must be measured by a line integral. Otherwise, everything else is
unchanged.
When the marginal utilityof money is constant, AP is unique and the
price restrictionis equivalent to an additive increase in implicit prices in
amount AP everywhere. In figure 5, O,, = 0 means that all value functions are parallel, and if the budget constraint was y = x + p(z) + AP
instead ofy =x + p(z), the consumer would have arrived exactly at O
of his own freechoice. The real price of the characteristichas risen because
choices are restricted,and the price index should rise to reflectthat fact.
A natural measure of the real price increase imposed by the law is a
weighted average of termssuch as AP (including buyers forwhom AP =
0), where the weights are expenditure shares among all consumers.5
This measure overstates the loss insofar as the restrictionactually forces
5A completeassessmentof the law and its effecton theprice index requiresbalancing
social benefitsof the restricthe costscalculated above against any externality-induced
tion. In ourjudgment,seat beltsand air bags are in a different
category than emissioncontroldevices.in regardto the latter,the apparatus above can be used easilyto analyze
the effectof the European systemof taxing engine displacement.An ad valorem tax
increasesaverage and marginalcostsofpackages withlargerlitercapacity,and the usual
income and substitutioneffectsapply: packages with smalleramountsof thisand complementarycharacteristics(such as size of car) are purchased.
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some consumers completely out of the generic goods market since they
escape the full loss AP. Also, standard index number problems arise when
the marginal utilityof money is not constant.
VI. Conclusions
This paper has drawn out the observational consequences of the construct
of implicit marketsforcharacteristicsembodied in differentiatedproducts.
When goods can be treated as tied packages of characteristics,observed
market prices are also comparable on those terms. The economic content
of the relationship between observed prices and observed characteristics
becomes evident once price differencesamong goods are recognized as
equalizing differencesfor the alternative packages they embody. Here,
as elsewhere, price differencesgenerally are equalizing only on the margin
and not on the average. Hence, estimated hedonic price-characteristics
functions typically identify neither demand nor supply. In fact, those
observations are described by a joint-envelope function and cannot by
themselves identifythe structure of consumer preferencesand producer
technologies that generate them.
The formal analysis is complicated by the fact that budget constraints
are nonlinear. Consequently, it is not surprisingthat far weaker theorems
than usual apply. However, a feasible econometric procedure for estimating the underlyinggenerating structurehas been derived through the
use of derivative transformations. When constraints are nonlinear,
marginal prices serve the same role as average prices do in the linear
case. Finally, the essential spatial context of the problem means that
substitutionand income effectsmust be more carefullydistinguishedthan
usual. Indeed, here is a major practical instance where compensated
demand and supply functionsbecome the relevant fundamental concepts.
These compensated functionsare estimated by the econometric method
and measures of consumer and producer surplus can be derived directly
from them. We anticipate that the basic conceptual frameworkoutlined
above will have a variety of applications to many practical problems
involving equilibrium in cross-sectiondata.
The analysis has been simplifiedby assuming divisibilityin production.
Generalization has to incorporate nonconvexities, and discontinuities
must result. When nonconvexities are not small relative to the market, it
is obvious that only isolated locations on the characteristics surface will
be filled. In other words, such a generalization will naturally incorporate
the case of monopolistic competition, and observed "distances" (in terms
of characteristics) between differentiatedproducts will be endogenously
determined. The methods employed above do not carry through because
certain nonmarginal decisions must be analyzed, and far more sophisticated techniques are required.
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